Abstract-A conditional beta probability density function is employed to model time-delay measurement errors associated with sensors used in triangulation ranging applications. This type of density function is less restrictive than the beta density used in previous analyses in that end points can be extended out beyond the imposed range constraints and data editing is allowed before range calculations. The resulting conditional range density function is computed along with the mean and variance. Comparisons are made of the pertinent range statistics associated with the beta and conditional beta density functions. Finally, tbe conditional beta density function range statistics are compared with those obtained from a gated Gaussian density function for equivalent values of time-delay measurement error standard deviation. The Gaussian statistics are determined via Monte-Carlo simulation.
I. Ih' TRODUCTION N recent years, the triangulation ranging problem has been a I t o p i c of considerable research activity
[ 11- [7] . Triangulation ranging is a method for passively determining the range to an acoustic source from the measured difference in arrival times of a signal wavefront at two receiving sensors. Of particular interest is the effect data measurement errors have on range solution accuracy, and much work has focused on describing measurement statistics [SI-[lo] . It is generally assumed that the density function for small timedelay measurement errors (large signal-to-noise ratio-SNR) is Gaussian [4] , [ 101. However, when the measurement errors become large, the resulting density function is non-Gaussian [4] , and a recent paper suggests that it may evolve into a uniform distribution [ 101. Since these measurement errors exhibit a mixture of Gaussian (with truncated limits [4] ) and uniform characteristics, the beta density function is well suited for modeling purposes because it can easily represent this diverse spectrum of densities. The equation describing such a beta density function will contain four variables, the two end points ( A 1, A2) and the two shaping parameters (a, b).
Appropriate variation of these parameters leads to accurate approximations of Gaussian-, Rayleigh-, or Maxwell-type distributions. Furthermore, setting the shaping parameters to unity, a uniform density function results. These four variables 
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determine both the mean and variance, and thus can be related to the magnitude of the measurement errors (SNR).
For small variances, the beta and Gaussian density functions are virtually identical. Increasing the variance causes the beta density function to spread out and finally become uniform with maximum variance. As might be expected, the major advantage of employing a uniform distribution is its inherent mathematical simplicity. Indeed, instead of expressing the pertinent range statistics in terms of hypergeometric series [3] , [6] , closed form expressions can be obtained [7] .
Employing the beta density function leads to analytical expressions for the estimated range density function as well as its mean and variance [3], [5]. Knowledge of the estimated range density function is critical to formulating .effective search patterns for acoustic source localization. Contour regions can be generated from these density functions and search operations (e.g., Coast Guard rescue missions for lost vessels) conducted in areas of high probability.
To justify the use of beta distributions for modeling timedelay measurement errors, a comparison must be made with the range statistics obtained when Gaussian distributions are employed to model time-delay measurement errors. Unlike its Gaussian counterpart, the maximum variance of the beta density is finite. In order to compare results for equal measurement error variances, end points of the conventional beta density must be appropriately modified and extended beyond their current limiting values [3], [ 6 ] . In particular, a conditional (gated) beta density function must be formulated, which provides for larger values of measurement error variances. Accordingly, the range probability density function is computed, along with the first-and second-order statistics, when time-delay measurement errors are modeled using a conditional beta density function. Comparison of the Gaussian and conditional beta density functions are made for equivalent variances. In addition, resulting range statistics are compared for both the beta and Gaussian density functions. The estimated range statistics for the Gaussian model were generated via computer simulation.
II. RANGE STATISTICS FOR GENERALIZED BETA DENSITY TIME-DELAY EMORS
For the triangular ranging problem shown in Fig. 1 The physical end points of the beta density function $. en in range is written as which r e d finite, the density function must . b e tiuncated which results in a conditional density function for modeling r = (2) the measurement errors. If and e2 are the truncated maximum and mi ni i nw limits on the he-delay measurement where is the speed of sound in water, D is the effective errors, then from Dl], a conditional beta density function can baseline length, E/c is the maximum allowable timedelay be written as error, and E is the error in the time-delay measurement. Using a generalized beta density function to model the measurement errors leads to an error density function of the form 173
Adding an error E to the he differen= 7, the estimated (3) can be extended, but in order to gefierate range = h a t e s
Evaluating (6), the resulting conditional beta density function (3) and (7), it is apparent that the only differences between the beta density and the conditional beta density functions are the incomplete beta functions, Ix,(u, b) and I&, b), which scale the conditional beta density function. The scale factor increases the height of the conditional density function to account for the loss of area from truncating the original density at e l and c2 as can be seen from Fig. 2 .
Through proper selection of shaping parameters and end points, the beta density function can be employed to model or approximate a wide variety of density functions (uniform, ramp, Gaussian, Rayleigh, etc.) . Fig.  3 (a)-(d) contains arbitrary plots of beta and Gaussian density functions for equivalent standard deviations u. For the beta density, the end points were fixed at a constant value, and the shaping parameters varied to change u in all the figures. For small values of 6, the two density functions are identical (see Fig.  3 (a) and @)>. As u increases, the differences between the two densities become apparent. This results from using fixed end points for the beta density. However, these end points could have been extended farther out to represent larger bounding errors, and other values for the shaping parameters subsequently found to keep u the same thus resulting in a better match between the beta and Gaussian density functions contained in Fig. 3(c) and (d) .
Due to the infinite tails of the Gaussian density function, truncation is essential to achieve finite range estimates [4]. again, for small u, there is little difference between the two range in (2) is also a conditional density function. The densities. Even when u increases, the two densities shown in probability density function for r, then takes the form 
IV. CONDITIONAL RANGE DENSITY FUNCTION ( E -CE~)'+ D2
When the error associated with the time-delay measurement r,, = (1 2) is given by (7), the resultant density function for the estimated
2(E-C€1) -
From (1 1) and (12) it is seen that the limits imposed upon the timedelay errors (e1 and e2) bound the limits on the range calculations.
The Mellin transform [14] is employed to determine the moments for the estimated range, and the results are The second moment is given by
Using the time-delay density functions from Fig. 2 for a = b = 5 , the corresponding range density functions are shown in Figs. 5, 6 , and 7 for no gates, 1 gate, and 2 gates, respectively. The minimum and maximum values for the range density functionfr(r), in Fig. 5 are found from the bounds on the time-delay density functionf,(c) (case 3). Notice that the mean value forf,(E) is zero, but the estimated range exhibits a positive bias. Fig. 6 shows a plot of the conditional range density functionf,(r(r I rmax> whenf,(clc 5 el) is used to model the time-delay errors (case 1 in Fig. 2 ). Only the upper limit was gated which reduced the mean value for the estimated range. When the density function is gated on both sides (case 2 in Fig. 2) , the mean range value now increases but the variance decreases as shown in 
V. STATISTICAL RESULTS
The conditional probability functions as well as the firstand second-order moments for both the time-delay measurement errors and the corresponding estimated range were developed in the preceding sections. In this section the range statistics are compared against the statistics obtained from previous ungated analyses [7] which limited the end points of the beta density function. The mean m, and standard deviation a , for both the gated and nongated range statistics are plotted against the measurement error standard deviation ue in Fig. 8 for a true range of 40 kyd. When no gates &e used, m, and a , approach infinity as a, increases. When the measurement error is gated by either one or two gates, m, and or tend to level out or decrease. For small values of u,, the gated and nongated range statistics are equivalent. The values begin to separate at a, = 0.01 ms. As a, increases the gated statistics reach a maximum value and then decrease. This maximum value is a function of gate placement as well as whether one or more gates are used. Fig. 8 also demonstrates that unless the gates are set properly, which implies Q priori information about the true range, range estimates are reliable for only small values of 0,.
The plots in Fig. 8 were generated from a timedelay error density function with the positive end point less than the maximum allowable value (A, I E/c); therefore, the use of the conditional density function was not necessary. IfA I > E/ c then gating is essential to ensure that infinite ranges or negative ranges do not occur. 
VI. COMPARISON OF THE RANGE STATISTICS FOR BETA AND

GAUSSIAN TIME-DELAY ERRORS
In the previous section, an analytical formulation of the estimated range statistics was developed when a conditional beta density was employed to model timedelay measurement errors. This conditional beta density function enables the standard deviation for the measurement errors to be extended so that a comparison of estimated range statistics can be made between the beta distribution and the gated Gaussian distribution.
The estimated range statistics for gated Gaussian timedelay measurement errors were obtained through computer simulation since an analytical solution was not available. MonteCarlo runs were made to determine the mean and variance of the estimated range for various Gaussian timedelay standard deviations. Fig. 10 range statistic plots have the same shape; that is, the estimated range statistics begin to increase as a, increases until the range gate takes effect, which then causes the range statistics to decrease in value. The statistics aie almost identical for small a, values, but as a, increases, the beta and Gaussian range statistics begin to deviate. The characteristics of the standard deviation plot (Fig. io@) ) are similar to those of the mean range plot (Fig. iO(a) ), except the difference between the Gaussian and beta range statistics is larger as a, increases. More insight into similarities and differences of the range statistics can be gained by examining the density function in Fig. 4(a) -(c). This figure reveals how statistics for both the truncated beta and Gaussian density functions change as a result of the initial u of the measurement errors. For small values of u, Fig. 4(a) , shows that the two densities are very nearly identical. As u increases (Fig. 4(b) and (c)), the two density functions show increasing differences, but still have similar features.
W. CONCLUSIONS
Analytical expressions for the estimated range density function, its mean, and standard deviation were formulated by 
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empioying a beta-type probability function to model timedelay measurement errors. These analytical expressions are essential for developing effective search patterns, since contour regions may then be generated and areas of high source location probability identified. This paper has demonstrated the validity and effectiveness of beta distributions by comparing the resulting analytical statistics with the simuiated statistics obtained when canventional Gaussian distributions were used to model time-delay measurement errors. These results show that there is very little difference in the range statistics, a d , in fact, for small measurement errors, they are nearly identical. hi summary, the flexibility and mathematical tractability exhibited by beta density functions render them attractive candidates for modeling timedelay measurement errors. By providhg added flexibility in parameter selection, biased andl EEE JOURNAL OF OCEANIC ENGINEERING, VOL. OE-12, NO. 1, JANUARY 1987 or asymmetric measurement data can be modeled. Skewed error distributions may also be described by simply varying the shaping parameters. Similarly, the modeling of measurement bias is readily achieved through proper selection of end points and/or shaping parameters.
